ANT & ROACH KILLER

Do it Best

For Use in Homes and Food & Non-Food Areas of Restaurants, Food Processing Areas and Other Commercial & Industrial Sites

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Do not apply the product in air, on patent papers or in any containers while occupied by patients, the elderly or children. Do not apply in classrooms when in use. Do not apply to institutions (including libraries, sports facilities, etc.) in the hospital area when occupants are present. Do not use in serving areas while food is exposed or facility is in operation. Sensitive areas are areas where prepared foods are served such as dining rooms but excluding areas where food may be prepared or held.

Apply this spray as a spot or crack and crevice treatment to control insects listed below. Apply this product only as a coarse spray or crack and crevice treatment to localized areas where pests are found or may occur. Avoid contamination of food and food handling surfaces. Care should be taken to avoid applying the product onto exposed surfaces or introducing the material into the air. Avoid contamination of food or food handling surfaces.

Avoid applying the product onto exposed surfaces or introducing the material into the air. Avoid contamination of food or food handling surfaces. Do not apply where food processing is in progress. Do not apply or remove all food processing or surfaces. Thoroughly wash all food process surfaces before use. After spraying in basements, meat packaging plants, food processing plants, etc., all equipment, shelving, equipment, etc., where exposed food will be handled must be washed with an effective cleaning compound followed by a separate water rinse to remove all traces of contamination.

In the home, ensure all food handling surfaces and cover all food and cooking utensils, or wash thoroughly after exposure. Non-food areas are areas such as garbage rooms, laundry, food drains (in kitchens), entries and vestibules, offices, locker rooms, machine rooms, boiler rooms, garages, mop closets and storage corridors (other than bathrooms).

HOW TO USE: To kill Ants, Cockroaches, Spiders, Silverfish, Earwigs, Barn Spiders, Pillbugs and Spiders: Spray to contact as many insects as possible while thoroughly spraying all areas where the pests are suspected of hiding, such as the floor and borders of the kitchen, and the food processing area. Crack and crevices in walls and electrical fixtures, under sinks, under stoves, under refrigerators, around garbage disposals, cabinets, door and window sills, thresholds, doors and window frames, around floor drains, storage and utility areas, and any other areas where pests can enter of exit. Do not spray floor areas or the sides of cabinets.

FOR COCKROACH CONTROL: Cockroaches (adult, nymph) - American Cockroach, German Cockroach, Asian Cockroach, Smooth Brown Cockroach, German Cockroach, Oriental Cockroach.

CRACK AND CREVICE SPRAY: Apply spray in small amounts directly into cracks and crevices. Special attention should be paid to areas such as behind baseboards, connection areas around drains, pipes, shelves and walls, gaps between floors and stoves, and other visible cracks and crevices. Spray these areas thoroughly, but do not spray areas that may be covered by the material into the air. Avoid contamination of food or food handling surfaces.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:

STORAGE: Store product in a cool, dry place, preferably a locked storage area.

DISPOSAL INSTRUCTIONS: If hot, Putract or Incinerate. It is not recyclable. If incinerated, follow your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION: Harmful if swallowed or absorbed through skin. Avoid contact with eyes, ears, or clothing.

Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, or using tobacco. Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reuse.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

For terrestrial use. Do not apply to or areas where surface water is present or to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. Do not contaminate water when disposing of equipment washing waters or rainwater.

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS

Contents under pressure. Do not use or store near heat or open flame. Do not puncture or incinerate.

Exposure to temperatures above 130°F may cause burning

FIRST AID

IF SWALLOWED: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for further treatment advice. Do not give any liquid to the person. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice. For information regarding emergency medical services or pesticide respondents, call 1-888-746-8712.

EPA Reg. No. 6201-701-7511; EPA Est. No. 6655-05-1 (A); 1-852-54-1 (B)

Distributed by: McD Brand, Inc.
6006 B North Lindbergh Blvd., Hazelwood, MO 63042
Doit Best is a trademark of
Doit Best Corp., P. Wayne, IN 46801.

ANT & ROACH KILLER

Insecticide contra Hormigas y Cucarachas

• kills ants, cockroaches, crickets, spiders, silverfish and more
• kills on contact
• kills up to 4 weeks!

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
(3)-pyran-3-phenylphenvinyl methyl-4-methyl-6-chloro-3-phenoxopropan-2-one

0.09%

OTHER INGREDIENTS
89.95%

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION. See back panel for first aid and additional precautionary statements.

NET WT. 1 LB (16 OZ/454g)